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Kareen Turner made the move from technology to healthcare twelve years 
ago. That switch in career led her from Toronto, Canada to Loma Linda, 
California. Two years later, she graduated with a Master of Public Health 
degree from Loma Linda University and became a registered dietitian. After 
declaring that she would only work in clinical nutrition, her first job after 
graduating was as general manager of food operations and she fell in love. 
She currently works for Loma Linda University Medical Center – Murrieta, a 
faith-based institution, in Murrieta, CA as Director of Food & Nutrition 
Services where she is responsible for clinical nutrition and plant-based, 
from scratch food and retail operations. Kareen was part of the team that 
opened the hospital in 2011, at the time, the fastest built hospital in 
Southern California. 



Creating a Culture of 
Compassion through 

Accountability
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Compassion



Compassion Defined

■Caring and empathy in action
■Suspending automatic judgement
■Building mutual understanding



Compassion Is Not…

■Sympathy
■ Leniency
■ Turninga blind eye





Keystones for Employee 
Engagement

■Stability
■ Trust
■Compassion
■Hope



Accountability



Accountability Defined

■Punitive
– Inflicting or intended as punishment

■Accountability
– OWNERSHIP, ENGAGEMENT, INVOLVEMENT
– An active choice to move beyond assigned 

responsibility



I should be safe here…



Celebrate 
Wins!
■ Celebrate the 

mundane
■ Praise publicly
■ Coach privately



Simon Says…

If you create an environment in which people feel safe 
amongst their own…the natural human result to those 
conditions is trust and cooperation…. Likewise if you 
create an environment of fear the natural response is 

paranoia, mistrust, cynicism and self-interest.



Accountability

■Set boundaries
■Address issues in the moment
■Be consistent
■Encourage creativity



Accountability

■What will happen if I do nothing?
■Are you choosing certainly of silence over 

the risk of speaking up?
■Am I downplaying the cost of not speaking 

up?



Techniques and Principles

■Plan
■Do
■Check
■Act



Techniques and Principles

■Be Transparent (Plan)
■Re-establish Expectations (Plan)
■Monitor (Do & Check)
■Act
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